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Abstract

The purpose of this project was to develop control software for a multi-spectral imaging system.

The multi-spectral imaging system used by the colour Lab consists of a camera (Alta USB camera) and
a filter (VariSpec liquid crystal tuneable filter). The camera and the filter were delivered by two
different manufacturers and therefore have two separate stand-alone control programs.

The fact that the hardware had to be controlled by two separate pieces of software meant that the image
capturing procedure was very time-consuming and needed an unrealistic amount of user input.

The project resulted in a C++ console program with all the required and necessary functions as those
provided by the individual software, camera and filter; and operated both the camera and the filter
simultaneously and conveniently.

The project was performed at the Norwegian colour Laboratory in Gjøvik University College.
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Abstract 
 

 

 

The purpose of this project was to develop control software for a multi-spectral imaging 

system. 

 

The multi-spectral imaging system used by the colour Lab consists of a camera (Alta USB 

camera) and a filter (VariSpec liquid crystal tuneable filter). The camera and the filter were 

delivered by two different manufacturers and therefore have two separate stand-alone control 

programs. 

 

The fact that the hardware had to be controlled by two separate pieces of software meant that 

the image capturing procedure was very time-consuming and needed an unrealistic amount of 

user input. 

 

The project resulted in a C++ console program with all the required and necessary functions 

as those provided by the individual software, camera and filter; and operated both the camera 

and the filter simultaneously and conveniently. 

 

 

 

 

The project was performed at the Norwegian colour Laboratory in Gjøvik University College. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Colour and multi-spectral imaging 
 

The information contained in a black and white image is insufficient to reproduce the scene's 

spectral information. For example, it is not possible to know if a shirt which appears grey in 

the image is red, green, blue or yellow. This means that spectrally different surfaces, meaning 

those that have different properties of reflectance, are likely to integrate to the same grey 

shade and therefore elicit the same camera response. 

 

It is possible to reduce the above mentioned phenomenon by increasing the number of 

channels in the device. For example, most commercially available cameras employ three 

channels, which are commonly chosen to be red, green and blue. These tri-channel cameras 

significantly reduce the resulting integration that is encountered in black and white cameras. 

 

Unfortunately, tri-channel cameras are not able to fully eradicate this integration effect. Thus, 

much like in the example of the grey shirt in a black and white image, there are many surfaces 

that still might result in the same integration response even with the tri-channel camera. 

 

In order to further diminish this integration effect it is necessary to construct cameras with 

more than three colour channels. These cameras are known as multi-spectral cameras. 

 

1.2. Problem definition 
 

The goal of this project was to write software that would control the multi-spectral imaging 

system that is being used by the Norwegian Colour Laboratory at Gjøvik University College. 

 

The system being used in Gjøvik consists of two components. A digital camera and a liquid 

crystal tuneable filter. A multi-spectral image taken with this system can consist of more than 

30 sub-images, with individual filter and camera settings for each sub-image. The problem 

with the system at Gjøvik was that the camera and the filter required separate programs to 

control them. This made the system very time-consuming and required a lot of user input to 

capture a complete sequence of images. 

 

The main task in this project was therefore to write a C++ software that could control both the 

camera and the filter simultaneously, and retained the most important functions of the original 

programs. As a result, a complete sequence of images could be taken without a great deal of 

user input. 

 

1.3. Purpose of the report 
 

The purpose of this report is to provide a description of the difficulties with the earlier 

procedure that was used to capture the images; as well as the solution to those problems. 

 

The program code which was written during the project will be described thoroughly to 

ensure that it is easy to understand and follow the code step by step. Hopefully the report will 

be utilised as a manual to facilitate the future use of the program.  

 

The report is also a documentation of the project development, the obstacles that were 

encountered during the project, and how these obstacles were surmounted. 
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2.  Background 
 

To better understand the process by which a camera captures light and 

processes an image, it is helpful to begin by looking at our own human 

eye and the method by which it captures light and processes an image. 

When light enters through the pupil and hits the retina it is received by 

photoreceptor cells called rods and cones. The cones are the colour-

sensitive receptors. 

 

There are three different cones, “red”, “green” and “blue”. If the light only hits the blue cones 

the colour will appear as blue, if the light hits the red cones the colour will appear as red and 

if the light hits the green cones the colour will appear as green. 

 

All the receptors that are hit by the light will send a signal to the brain. The 

strength of each signal depends of how sensitive each receptor is for that 

particular wavelength. When several receptors get hit by the light, each will 

signal how much light they received. The brain will take that information and 

create a colour image of the outside world. 

 

 

A camera is a light sensitive device just like the human eye. The camera uses a chemical 

method of capturing light on film, or electrically using a CCD. 

 

CCD is an acronym for charge-coupled device; it is a small photo-

electric imaging device made from a silicon crystal. A CCD 

consists of many individual picture elements (pixels) on a tiny chip. 

The pixels are light sensitive, they respond to the light falling on 

them by storing an electric charge. These charges are sent to the 

camera processing circuitry where they are put together to present 

an image. 

 

 

Most of the commercially available digital cameras today use a CCD with three different 

receptors that are sensitive to the red, green and blue light. Only using three channels will not 

reproduce an accurate image of reality. 

 

The camera used in the system at Gjøvik University College has a CCD 

that is sensitive to light across the entire range of the visible spectrum, i.e. 

400-720nm. Therefore, to take images in certain regions of wavelength, a 

Liquid Crystal Tuneable Filter is employed. The function of the filter is to 

restrict the range of the light entering the CCD array. Using the tuneable 

filter it is possible to control the wavelength of the light getting to the 

camera’s CCD. Each picture taken by the individual filter setting is black 

and white, where white corresponds to maximum energy level and black 

to no energy. Hence to make a multi-dimensional picture the individual 

shots are added together. This is the same approach taken in colour 

photography where three images are added to create the so called RGB 

image.  
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3.  Imaging procedure 
 

3.1. Image procedure step by step 

 
The procedure for capturing an image consists of several steps. 

The three first steps are required when the camera and the filter have just been switched on. 

 

Initiation and capture settings prior to picture. 

 

1. Initiation of the camera and the filter. 

This step has to be done before using the camera and the filter. The initiation will 

allow the user to send commands to the hardware. 

 

2. Setting the cooler settings. 

Heat which is generated in the camera will appear as noise on the image. To decrease 

the noise the cooler has to be on. If the cooler is set to a very low temperature the risk 

of condensation will increase and this will also appear as noise.  

 

3. Focus the camera. 

The camera has to be focused manually. The zoom has to be set so that the object is in 

focus and in the picture. The exposure time is, in this case, not critical; however the 

wavelength of the filter is of greater importance. To do this correctly the camera has to 

be re-focused every time a new filter setting is chosen; but this is very impractical and 

time-consuming. Through testing the best wavelength at which to focus was 

determined to 550nm. 

 

The previous steps have been a necessary preparation for pictures that will be taken in the 

future. 

 

To take a picture there are a few settings that have to be made. 

 

Picture capturing settings 

 

4. The first thing to do in the process of capturing an image is to decide which type of 

image to take. The different types to choose from are Light, Dark and Grey. What 

those are will be described later in this report. 

 

5. Depending of what type of image was chosen the corresponding wavelength of the 

filter is now set. 

 

6. The exposure time is also set depending on the type of image and the wavelength that 

were chosen. 

 

7. Take the picture. 

 

8. Save the picture in a file. 

 

When these eight steps are done, there will be an image saved and ready for image 

processing! To take another picture the steps four to eight need to be repeated. 
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3.2. Image type 
 

In the program the user is able to choose between three different types of images. These are 

Light, Dark and Grey. See the headings below for more information about each one of the 

image types. 

 

3.2.1. Dark image 
 

When using a CCD to capture data there will be noise captured as well. There are a few ways 

to eliminate this noise. 

 

One kind of noise is so-called Dark noise. Dark noise is a result of a CCD’s characteristics. 

As written earlier in the report, the pixels in the CCD respond to light falling on them. They 

can also respond to thermally released electrons and this response will appear as noise. 

 

Correction for the Dark noise can be done with a Dark frame. A dark frame is an image taken 

with the camera when the shutter is closed and it should be taken with the same duration and 

at the same temperature as the data image. The dark frame is then subtracted from the data 

image. 

 

When the user of this program chooses to take a Dark image, the result will be a Dark frame. 

This can be used to correct for dark noise. 

 

3.2.2. Grey image 

 

Light falling on to an object gives an uneven illumination, and the pixels on the CCD have 

different levels of sensitivity. These two things will lead to an uneven intensity in the image. 

 

This problem can be corrected with a grey image that has the same exposure time as the light 

image. 

 

3.2.3. Light image 
 

The light image is the image which contains the raw information that is captured with the 

camera. Subtracting the dark and the grey images from the light image will give the wanted 

data image. 
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4.  Equipment 
 

4.1. Camera 
 

The Camera used in Gjøvik is an Apogee Alta U32 with the following specifications: 

 
• 2184 x 1472 array, 6.8 x 6.8 micron pixels 

• 10 MHz 12-bit and 1 MHz 16-bit digitization 

• 32Mbyte camera memory 

• USB 2.0 interface 

• Programmable, intelligent cooling to 50C below ambient 

• Programmable fan speed for low / zero vibration 

• Runs from single 12V supply with input voltage monitor 

• 3-megapixel Kodak Blue Plus full-frame sensor 

 

The CCD used in the camera is a Kodak KAF-3200ME with the following specifications: 

 

Array Size (pixels)  2184 x 1472 

Pixel size  6.8 x 6.8 microns 

Imaging area  14.85 x 10.01 mm (148.7 mm2) 

Imaging diagonal  17.91 mm 

Linear Full Well (type)  55,000 e- 

Dynamic Range  77 dB 

QE @ 400 nm 53% 

Peak QE (610 nm)  86% 

 

 

4.2. Filter 
 

VariSpec liquid crystal tuneable filter specifications: 
 

• LC filter aperture 20 mm 

• Serial with virtual COM ports 

• Bandwidth (FWHM) 0.25 nm to 20 nm available 

• Wavelength range VIS: 400 nm to 720 nm 

• Wavelength accuracy Bandwidth/8 

• Maximum optical throughput 500 mW/cm2 

• Power for electronics box 110/220 VAC, 50/60 Hz 

• Operating temperature 10° to 40° C 

• Storage temperature -15° to 55° C 
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5. Project development 
 

The development of the project was carried out as the work tasks which are described bellow.  

 

Project requirement and specification. 

 

Work Tasks 
1) To write software to capture images from the Alta USB camera 

2) To write software to communicate with the coloured filter through the computer’s RS232 

serial port 

3) To write control software that allows for the synchronisation of the filter and the camera. 

The outcome would be software that can successively capture an image and adjust the 

colour of the filter, thus resulting in an entire sequence of images following a single 

“click” from the user. The software should also allow for each individual image to have a 

different exposure duration 

4) To capture a number of multi-spectral images 
 

 

5.1. Camera 
 

The first task was to write software to capture images from the Alta USB camera. The camera 

manufacturers provide sample code and a DLL file which contains all the functions that 

operate the camera. 

 

It was necessary to understand how to use the file and the camera functions. 

 

The functions that are used in this program are: 

 

Init Detects and initiates the camera. 

Expose Begins the imaging process.  

GetImage Gets the image data from the camera memory. 

ShowTempDialog Displays a control dialog that enables the user to control temperature 

and fan speed. It even returns the current values.  

TempCCD Returns the CCD temperature 

CoolerEnable Enables and disables the CCD cooler  

CoolerSetPoint Returns and sets the desired temperature 

ImagingColumns 

ImagingRows 

Returns the image area size 
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5.2. Filter 
 

The second task was to write software to communicate with the colour filter. 

 

With the filter it was the same situation as with the camera, but here it was an LIB and a 

header file that were provided. 

 

Below are the functions used in the program which operates the filter: 

 

VsOpen Establishes a connection with the filter 

VsIsPresent Determines whether the filter is present and responding  

VsIsReady Determines whether the filter is done processing all commands 

VsGetFilterIdentity Gets the filter information 

VsSetWavelength Sets the wavelength 

VsClose Disconnects the filter 

 

 

5.3. Control program 
 

The third task was to write a control program, the root of this program would consist of the 

programs from the first and the second task. 

 

The next step was to adapt the program so that it would meet the requirements as well as 

being user friendly. 

 

Besides controlling the camera and the filter with the same program the software should be 

able to: 

• Get the wavelength and the exposure time through user input 

• Get the wavelength and the exposure time from a file 

• Capture different types of images 

• Save the data in a file with a specific filename 

 
 

The figures 1 to 7 are flowcharts of the main functions in the program. The flowcharts aim to 

illustrate the program in an uncomplicated way. Next to each figure is an explanatory text that 

assists in understanding the figure. The variables in the flowcharts are equal to the user’s 

choice in each menu. 
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the function main 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 is a flowchart of the main 

function of the program. Here the 

camera and the filter will be 

initiated. 

 

If the initiation succeeds the user 

will be asked to hit any key to 

continue. A menu will appear. 

 

Also the CCD temperature will be 

checked here (the CCD temperature 

should be brought back to room 

temperature in a controlled way in 

order to ensure the CCD is not 

damaged. If disconnecting the 

camera without slowly reheating the 

CCD then this could damage it) and 

the camera and the filter 

disconnected before exiting the 

program. 
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the function menu 

 

Figure 2 is a flowchart of the function menu. Here the user will have two choices. The choices are: 

1. Cooler settings 

2. Take an Image 

 

To make a choice write the number in front of the alternative and hit enter. If cooler settings are chosen, a 

dialogue box will appear in which the user can change the settings for the CCD cooler. The second choice will 

lead to the image menu. 
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Figure 3 is a flowchart of the function 

 OneImage. Here the user will have three  

different choices. The choices are: 

 

1. Light Image 

2. Dark Image 

3. Light and Dark Image 

 

After the choice is made the user will be asked to 

enter the required wavelength, exposure time and 

name of the image. Once that is completed the 

image will be taken. This function takes an 

image at a single wavelength, and thus 

does not take a full multispectral image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Flowchart of the function OneImage 
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the function InfoFile 

 

 

Figure 4 is a flowchart of the function InfoFile. This part of the code is very similar to the function OneImage 

except for the means by which it obtains the information. At this juncture the wavelength and the exposure time 

will be retrieved from a text file. 

 

The text file has the name WavelengthAndExposureTime.txt and can look like following: 

400 

450 

500 

550 

600 

650 

700 

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

0.9 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

 

On the left side the desired 

wavelength are written and on 

the right side the exposure 

time for each wavelength are 

entered. 

 

As a result to this InfoFile can provide a full multispectral image without more input then what’s written in the 

text file. 
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Figure 5. Flowchart of the function InfoScreen 

 

 

Figure 5 is a flowchart of the function InfoScreen. The difference in this function from the functions InfoFile and 

OneImage is that in this function the user will be able to sweep the wavelength with a constant step size but the 

exposure duration is kept constant for all the different wavelengths here, thus it is likely to only be used for 

demonstration purposes (for the image to be good, it is necessary to expose for longer at shorter wavelengths). 
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the function FilterStep 

 

Figure 6 is a flowchart of the function Filterstep. This function gets the required variables from the functions 

OneImage, InfoFile or InfoScreen, sets the filter to the desired wavelength and takes a picture.  
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Figure 7. Flowchart of the function TakeAndSavePic 

 

Figure 7 is a flowchart of the function TakeAndSavePic. This function also gets its required variables from the 

functions OneImage, InfoFile or InfoScreen. The exposure will begin and when finished the image will be saved 

to the hard disk as a tiff file. Tiff is a standard image file-format. The function WriteTIFF converts the image 

stored in the buffer into a tiff-file. This function was provided by Arne Magnus Bakke. 
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5.4. Problems 
 

The majority of problems that were encountered occured during the first two weeks. These 

problems were predominantly concerning the documentation, programs, and the files 

provided by the manufacturers of the camera and the filter. 

 

Some of the documentation was missing; several of the program samples were not working; 

and the computer was not able to find the hardware being attached to it. 

 

After being provided with all the documentation that was needed, getting the hardware to 

communicate and the program samples to work, things went smoothly; but comprehending 

and digesting all the information made available took a great deal of time. 
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6. Results 
 

The result of this project is a C++ console program that controls the camera and the filter. 

 

The program allows the user to choose how the input should be fed in and what type of image 

to take. When the image is captured, the program will save the raw image information to the 

hard disk with a specific name designated for each image. The program is built as a menu 

system that allows the user to orient to the desired position. 

 

 

Init: 
Initiation of the camera and the filter is done here. If any problems appear during the initiation 

the program will end execution. 

 

Camera initiation: 

 
CoInitialize(NULL); Initializes COM library 

 

hr=AltaCamera.CreateInstance(__uuidof(Camera2)); Creates the ActiveX objects from the universally unique 

identifier 

 

hr=AltaCamera->Init(Apn_Interface_USB,0,0,0x0); This is for initializing the APn camera system and loading 

firmware to the device. 

 

hr=discover.CreateInstance(__uuidof(CamDiscover)); Creates the ICamDiscover object 

 

discover->DlgCheckUsb=true; This determines the type of communication to the camera. 

 

Filter initiation: 
 

VsOpen(&vsHnd_x, port, &errorCode) Establishes communication link with the filter 

 

VsIsPresent(vsHnd_x) Confirms if a filter is actually present 

  

VsIsReady(vsHnd_x) Checks if the filter is ready for new commands 

 

VsGetFilterIdentity(vsHnd_x, &Ver, &Serno, Gets filter properties. Such as version, serial number,    

 &minWl, &maxWl) minimum wavelength, maximum wavelength 
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Init Camera if !init
Cout camera not

init

Init filter

Filter not init

End

Cout  h i t  a ny ke y,

c i n  key

True

True

F
a
lse

F
a
lse

if !init

 
Part of figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Init Camera

if !init
True

F
alse

 

 

The Camera initiation 

begins here. 

 

If !init ���� True 

If the ActiveX object is not 

created or the initializing of 

the APn camera system is 

not done or if there are 

problems loading the 

firmware to the device or 

creating the ICamDiscover 

object, the program will be 

terminated. 

 

 

 

Init filter

if !init
True

F
alse

 

 

The Filter initiation begins 

here. 

 

If !init ���� True 

If the communication link to 

the filter fails to establish or 

a filter is not present or the 

filter is not ready for new 

commands, the program will 

be terminated. 

 

If !init ���� False 

If no problems appear during 

the initiation of the camera, 

the program will proceed 

with initiation of the filter. 

 

  

If !init ���� False 

If no problems appear 

during the initiation of the 

filter, the program will 

proceed and wait for the user 

to hit any key to continue to 

the main menu. 
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Capturing and saving the image: 

 

The TakeAndSavePic is the most essential function of the program. In this function an image 

with the user-defined characteristics will be captured. A directory is created and the final 

image file will be saved. 

 
void TakeAndSavePic(string s,double pwll,double expoTime,bool type) 

{ 

 int size = 0, buffersize = 0; 

 string filename; 

 char *Imgfile = NULL; 

 

 long Width = AltaCamera->ImagingColumns; 

 long Height= AltaCamera->ImagingRows; 

// Returns the imaging area size. These variables depend upon the particular geometry of 

the sensor used within the camera. 
 
 size = Width * Height; 

 buffersize = 2 * size; 

 

 unsigned short *pBuffer = new unsigned short [ Width * Height]; 

 

 AltaCamera->Expose(expoTime, type); 

// Begins the imaging process. expoTime is of the type double and is the length of the 

exposure in seconds. type is of type bool and is the type of image to be taken (light or dark). 
 
 // Returns a pointer to the previously-allocated region of memory that will be filled with image 

data. 

 AltaCamera->GetImage((long)pBuffer); 

 
 // Creates the file name and the directory where the file will be saved. 

 filename=CreateFilename(s,pwll); 

 
 // Creates a tiff file of the image data. 

 int success=writeTIFF(pBuffer,filename); 

  

 if(success){ printf("Success"); }  

else{ printf("Failure");} 

 

 delete [] pBuffer; 

} 
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7. User Instructions 
 

 

 

Figure 8. View of the program menu system 

 

The structure of the menus in the program is as shown in figure 8. The first choice is between 

cooler settings and the image menu (see figure 11 for screenshot). In the image menu there 

will be three choices: 

 

1. Take one image 

2. Take several images. Get wavelength and exposure time from file 

3. Take several images. Get wavelength and exposure time right here 

 

After choosing one of the alternatives a menu with the different types of images will appear 

(see figure 13). 

 

Main menu 

Take an Image Cooler Settings 

Cooler settings 

Dialog box 
Image Menu 

Get information 
from screen 

Get information 
from file 

Take one 
image 

Light image 

Dark image 

Light and Dark 
image 

Light image 

Light and Dark 
image 

Light image 

Dark image 

Light and Dark 
image 
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The program consists of several files which are linked together. The files are the following: 

 

 

CameraAndFilter.cpp 

 

The main program file 

 

Apogee.dll The dll file provided by the camera manufacture 

 

VsDrvr.h, VsDrvr.lib The files provided by the filter manufacture 

 

WavelengthAndExposureTime.txt This text file is where the user writes the input that 

is required for the program to take picture 

 

WriteDir.cpp, WriteDir.h These files help to check and create the directory 

where the captured image will be saved 

 

Filtest_tiff.cpp Contains code which make a tiff file of raw image 

information that is captured 

 

std_img.tiff This is a tiff file which is used when creating the tiff 

image 

 

 

 

Using the EXE file: 
 

It is possible to execute the program in two different ways. The first, and the easiest, is to use 

the exe file provided, along with the project documentation. Before using the program make 

sure the camera and the filter are connected and running. 

 

 

 

If no problems appear 

during the initiation of 

the camera and the 

filter, the prompt 

window will have the 

following appearance. 

 

To continue the 

program the user has to 

hit any key. 

 

 

After this the program will be based on menus (see figure 10, 12 and 13). To enter a certain 

submenu, write the number in front of the choice and hit enter. To go back to a previous menu 

or to exit the program write 0 (the number zero) and hit enter. 

 

Before exiting the program makes sure the cooler is off. 
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Figure 9. Screen shot of unsuccessful initiation 

 

 
Figure 10. Screen shot of successful initiation 

 

 
Figure 11. Screen shot of main menu 
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Figure 12. Screen shot of cooler settings frame 

 

 
Figure 13. Screen shot of image menu 

 

 
Figure 14. Screen shot of single image menu 
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Figure 15. Screen shot of the captured image information 

 

 

Using Microsoft Visual C++ to create a new project: 
 

When creating a new project in Microsoft Visual C++, choose “Win32 Console Application” 

as project type. Choose to create an “empty console application”. Add the following files to 

the project: CameraAndFilter.cpp, Apogee.dll, VsDrvr.h, VsDrvr.lib, WriteDir.cpp, 

WriteDir.h, Filtest_tiff.cpp. 

 

Before rebuilding the project, go to “Project”, “Settings” and in the “General” tab go to 

“Microsoft foundation classes” and change this from “Not Using MFC” to “Use MFC in a 

shared DLL”. Not changing this setting will generate the following error message “error 

LNK2001: unresolved external symbol __endthreadex”.  

 

This error is a compiler dependent error. Changing the settings as suggested above will solve 

the problem and the program can then be executed. 
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9. Appendix 
9.1. Code written 

 
#include <conio.h> 

#include <string> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <cstdlib> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <vector> 

#include <Afx.h> 

#include "WriteDir.h" 

 

 

#import "apogee.dll" no_namespace 

 

#include "vsdrvr.h" 

#pragma comment (lib,"VsDrvr.lib") 

 

 

using namespace std; 

 

 

ICamDiscoverPtr  discover; 

ICamera2Ptr   AltaCamera; 

VS_HANDLE vsHnd_x = NULL; 

 

bool InitCamera(); 

bool InitFilter();  

void FilterStep(double minWave,double maxWave,double step, 

                double expoTime,string s,bool type); 

void TakeAndSavePic(string s,double pwll,double expoTime,bool type); 

string CreateFilename(string s,double pwll);  

string conv(double pwll); 

void CleanAndClose();   

int menu(); 

void OneImage(); 

void InfoFile(); 

void InfoScreen(); 

void CCDTemp(); 

int writeTIFF(unsigned short *dataBuffer, string filename); 

double SafetyCheckNum(char *h); 

 

 

void main() 

{ 

 

 if(!InitCamera()) 

 { 

  cout<<"The camera initiation was not successfull!"; 

  return; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  if(!InitFilter()) 

  { 

   cout<<"The Filter initiation was not successfull!"; 

   return; 

  } 

 } 

 

 cout<<endl<<"Initiation of the camera and the filter is now done!" 

 <<endl<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

 

 while(!_kbhit()){ } 

 _getch(); 
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 system("cls"); 

 

 

 int i=100; 

 

 while(i!=0) 

 { 

  system("cls"); 

  i=menu(); 

 } 

  

 CCDTemp(); 

 

 CleanAndClose(); 

} 

 

 

 

void CCDTemp() 

{ 

 double tempCCD; 

 

 tempCCD=AltaCamera->TempCCD; 

 

 while(AltaCamera->CoolerEnable||tempCCD<20) 

 { 

  system("cls"); 

 

  AltaCamera->CoolerSetPoint=23; 

  AltaCamera->CoolerEnable=true; 

 

  cout<<endl<<"The cooler is still on!"<<endl 

   <<"Please check the cooler temperature and if it is below 20 degrees"<<endl 

   <<"heat it up and then shut it down!"<<endl; 

 

  cout<<endl<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

  while(!_kbhit()){ } 

  _getch(); 

 

 

  AltaCamera->ShowTempDialog(); 

  tempCCD=AltaCamera->TempCCD; 

 

  while(tempCCD<20) 

  { 

   system("cls"); 

 

   tempCCD=AltaCamera->TempCCD; 

 

   cout<<endl<<"The cooler temperature is still below 20 degrees!" 

    <<endl<<"Please warm up the cooler before shuting down!"<<endl; 

 

   cout<<endl<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

   while(!_kbhit()){ } 

   _getch(); 

 

   tempCCD=AltaCamera->TempCCD; 

 

   if(!AltaCamera->CoolerEnable) 

   { 

    AltaCamera->CoolerEnable=true; 

   } 

 

   tempCCD=AltaCamera->TempCCD; 

 

  } 

 } 

 

 return; 
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} 

 

 

int menu() 

{ 

 

 int i=100,b=100; 

 string ii,bb; 

 

 cout<<endl<<"Chose between one of fowlloing alternatives!" <<endl; 

 cout<<"You choose by entering the number infront of your chooce and then hit enter!" <<endl; 

 cout<<"To exit the program and to exit any menu feed in 0"<<endl<<endl; 

 

 cout<<" 1. Cooler settings" <<endl; 

 cout<<" 2. Take an Image" <<endl<<endl; 

 

 cout<<"Chooce a number: "; 

 cin>>ii; 

 

 i=(ii[0]-48); 

 

 if(i==1||i==2) 

 { 

  switch( i ) 

  { 

   case 1: 

   { 

    AltaCamera->ShowTempDialog(); 

 

    system("cls"); 

    return i; 

   } 

 

   case 2 : 

   { 

 

    while(b!=0) 

    { 

     system("cls"); 

 

     cout<<endl<<"Image menu!"<<endl<<endl; 

     cout<<" 1. Take one image" <<endl; 

cout<<" 2. Take several images. Get wavelength and exposure 

time from file" <<endl; 

cout<<" 3. Take several images. Get wavelength and exposure 

time right here" <<endl<<endl; 

 

     cout<<"Chooce a number: "; 

     cin>>bb; 

 

     b=(bb[0]-48); 

 

     if(b==1) 

     { 

      OneImage(); 

     } 

     else 

      if(b==2) 

      { 

       InfoFile(); 

      } 

     else 

      if(b==3) 

      { 

       InfoScreen(); 

      } 

      else 

       if(b!=0) 

       { 
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cout<<endl<<"You have to 

chooce one of the alternatives 

in the menu!"<<endl 

<<"You do that by entering the 

number infront of your choice 

and then hit enter!"<<endl 

<<endl<<"Hit any key to 

continu!"<<endl; 

        while(!_kbhit()){ } 

        _getch(); 

       } 

    } 

 

    system("cls"); 

    return i; 

   } 

 

  } 

 } 

 else 

  if(i!=0) 

  { 

   cout<<endl<<"You have to chooce one of the alternatives in the menu!"<<endl 

    <<"You do that by entering the number infront of your choice and then hit 

enter!"<<endl 

    <<endl<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

   while(!_kbhit()){ } 

   _getch(); 

  } 

 

 return i; 

} 

 

 

void OneImage() 

{ 

 double minWave,maxWave,step=10,expoTime; 

 int OI; 

 bool type; 

 char *h,in[50]; 

 string name,path,s,t,A,OI1; 

 CString p,n,c="\\",d; 

 

 

 

 

 

 system("cls"); 

 cout<<endl<<"Single image menu!"<<endl<<endl; 

 

 cout<<" 1. Light Image" <<endl; 

 cout<<" 2. Dark Image" <<endl; 

 cout<<" 3. Light and Dark" <<endl<<endl; 

 

 cout<<"Chooce a number: "; 

 cin>>OI1; 

 

 OI=(OI1[0]-48); 

 

 if(OI>=1&&OI<=3) 

 { 

  cout<<"Write your file name: "; 

  cin>>n.GetBuffer(50); 

 

  p="c:\\image\\"; 

 

  d.Insert(0, p); 

  d.Insert(d.GetLength(), n); 

  d.Insert(d.GetLength(), c); 

  path=d; 
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  name=n; 

 

  WriteDirectory(d); 

 

  cout<<("Write the wavlength of the image: "); 

  cin>>in; 

  h=in; 

  minWave=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

 

  if(minWave<400||minWave>720) 

  { 

   cout<<"The wavelength was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

   cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

   while(!_kbhit()){ } 

   _getch(); 

 

   OneImage(); 

  } 

 

 

  cout<<("Write the exposure time for the image: "); 

  cin>>in; 

  h=in; 

  expoTime=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

 

  if(expoTime==-1.0) 

  { 

   cout<<"The exposure time was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

   cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

   while(!_kbhit()){ } 

   _getch(); 

 

   OneImage(); 

  } 

 

  cout<<"Hit any key to begin picture taking!"<<endl; 

  while(!_kbhit()){ } 

  _getch(); 

 

  cout<<endl<<"Please wait while taking picture!"<<endl; 

 

  maxWave=minWave; 

 

  if(OI==1) 

  { 

   type=true; 

   t="Light"; 

   s=path+name+t; 

 

   FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

  } 

  else 

   if(OI==2) 

   { 

    type=false; 

    t="Dark"; 

    s=path+name+t; 

    FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

   } 

   else 

    if(OI==3) 

    { 

     type=true; 

     t="Light"; 

     s=path+name+t; 

     FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

 

     type=false; 

     t="Dark"; 

     s=path+name+t; 
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     t="Light And Dark"; 

 

     FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

 

cout<<endl<<"Do you want to take a grey image (write Y for yes 

and N for no)? "; 

     cin>>A; 

 

     if(A=="y"||A=="Y") 

     { 

cout<<endl<<"Put in your grey card and hit any key 

when done!"; 

 

      while(!_kbhit()){ } 

      _getch(); 

 

      type=true; 

      t="Grey"; 

      s=path+name+t; 

 

      t="Light And Dark And Grey"; 

 

      FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

     }      

 

    } 

  

    cout<<endl<<"A single image has been taken!"<<endl 

    <<"Image properties are:"<<endl 

    <<"Type: "<<t<<endl 

    <<"Wavelength: "<<minWave<<endl 

    <<"Exposure time: "<<expoTime 

 

    <<endl<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

 

    while(!_kbhit()){ } 

    _getch(); 

 } 

 else 

  if(OI!=0) 

  { 

   cout<<endl<<"You have to chooce one of the alternatives in the menu!"<<endl 

<<"You do that by entering the number infront of your choice and then hit enter!"<<endl 

   <<endl<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

   while(!_kbhit()){ } 

   _getch(); 

 

   OneImage(); 

  } 

 

 

 system("cls"); 

 

 return; 

} 

 

 

void InfoFile() 

{ 

 double minWave,maxWave,step=10,expoTime,t1,t2; 

 int SIF,i; 

 bool type; 

 string name,path,s,t,A,SIF1; 

 vector<double> fileWave,fileExpo; 

 CString p,n,c="\\",d; 

 

 system("cls"); 

 cout<<endl<<"Several image menu!"<<endl<<endl 

  <<"The image information that is needed will be read from the file" 
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  <<endl<<"WavelengthAndExposureTime.txt" 

  <<endl<<endl; 

  

 cout<<" 1. Light Image" <<endl; 

 cout<<" 2. Light and Dark" <<endl<<endl; 

 

 cout<<"Chooce a number: "; 

 cin>>SIF1; 

 

 SIF=(SIF1[0]-48); 

 

 if(SIF>=1&&SIF<=2) 

 { 

  cout<<"Write your file name: "; 

  cin>>n.GetBuffer(50);  

   

  p="c:\\image\\"; 

   

  d.Insert(0, p); 

  d.Insert(d.GetLength(), n); 

  d.Insert(d.GetLength(), c); 

  path=d; 

  name=n; 

 

  WriteDirectory(d); 

 

 

 

  cout<<endl<<"Hit any key to begin picture taking!"<<endl; 

  while(!_kbhit()){ } 

  _getch(); 

 

  cout<<endl<<"Please wait while taking pictures!"<<endl; 

 

  ifstream WaveExpo("WavelengthAndExposureTime.txt",ios::in); 

  

  while(WaveExpo>>t1 && WaveExpo>>t2) 

  { 

   fileWave.push_back(t1); 

   fileExpo.push_back(t2); 

  } 

 

 

 

  if(SIF==1) 

  { 

   type=true; 

   t="Light"; 

   s=path+name+t; 

 

   for(i=0;i<=(fileWave.size()-1);i++) 

   { 

    minWave=fileWave[i]; 

    expoTime=fileExpo[i]; 

     

    maxWave=minWave; 

     

    if(minWave<400||minWave>720) 

    { 

     cout<<"The wavelength was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

     cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

     while(!_kbhit()){ } 

     _getch(); 

    

     InfoFile(); 

    } 

     

 

    FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

   } 
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  } 

  else 

   if(SIF==2) 

   { 

 

    for(i=0;i<=(fileWave.size()-1);i++) 

    { 

     minWave=fileWave[i]; 

     expoTime=fileExpo[i]; 

    

     maxWave=minWave; 

 

     if(minWave<400||minWave>720) 

     { 

cout<<"The wavelength was not correct 

entered!"<<endl; 

      cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

      while(!_kbhit()){ } 

      _getch(); 

    

      InfoFile(); 

     } 

 

     if(expoTime==-1.0) 

     { 

cout<<"The exposure time was not correct 

entered!"<<endl; 

      cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

      while(!_kbhit()){ } 

      _getch(); 

    

      InfoFile(); 

     } 

 

 

     type=true; 

     t="Light"; 

     s=path+name+t; 

 

     FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

 

     type=false; 

     t="Dark"; 

     s=path+name+t; 

 

     FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

    } 

 

    

cout<<endl<<"Do you want to take a grey image (write Y for yes and N for 

no)? "; 

    cin>>A; 

 

    if(A=="y"||A=="Y") 

    { 

     cout<<endl<<"Put in your grey card and hit any key when done!"; 

     

     while(!_kbhit()){ } 

     _getch(); 

 

     cout<<endl<<"Please wait while taking pictures!"<<endl; 

 

     type=true; 

     t="Grey"; 

     s=path+name+t; 

 

     t="Light And Dark And Grey"; 

 

     for(i=0;i<=(fileWave.size()-1);i++) 

     { 
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      minWave=fileWave[i]; 

      expoTime=fileExpo[i]; 

    

      maxWave=minWave; 

      FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

     } 

    } 

   } 

 

 

  cout<<endl<<"A series of images has been taken!"<<endl 

  <<"Series properties are:"<<endl 

  <<"Type: "<<t<<endl 

  <<"For wavlength and exposure time se the WavelengthAndExposureTime.txt file!" 

 

  <<endl<<endl<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

 

  while(!_kbhit()){ } 

  _getch(); 

 } 

 else 

  if(SIF!=0) 

  { 

   cout<<endl<<"You have to chooce one of the alternatives in the menu!"<<endl 

<<"You do that by entering the number infront of your choice and then hit enter!"<<endl 

   <<endl<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

   while(!_kbhit()){ } 

   _getch(); 

 

   InfoFile(); 

  } 

 

 

 system("cls"); 

 return; 

} 

 

void InfoScreen() 

{ 

 double minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime; 

 double minExpo,maxExpo,stepExpo,exT; 

 int SIS; 

 bool type; 

 char *h,in[50]; 

 string name,path,s,t,A,SIS1; 

 CString p,n,c="\\",d; 

 

 system("cls"); 

 cout<<endl<<"Several images menu!"<<endl<<endl 

 <<"The images will be taken with constant step size" 

 <<endl<<endl; 

  

 cout<<" 1. Light Image" <<endl; 

 cout<<" 2. Dark Image" <<endl; 

 cout<<" 3. Light and Dark" <<endl<<endl; 

 

 cout<<"Chooce a number: "; 

 cin>>SIS1; 

 

 SIS=(SIS1[0]-48); 

 

 

 if(SIS>=1&&SIS<=3) 

 { 

  cout<<"Write your file name: "; 

  cin>>n.GetBuffer(50);  

   

  p="c:\\image\\"; 

  

  d.Insert(0, p); 
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  d.Insert(d.GetLength(), n); 

  d.Insert(d.GetLength(), c); 

  path=d; 

  name=n; 

 

  WriteDirectory(d); 

 

  if(SIS==1) 

  { 

   type=true; 

   t="Light"; 

   s=path+name+t; 

 

   cout<<("Write the start value of the wavlength to sweep: "); 

   cin>>in; 

   h=in; 

   minWave=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

 

   if(minWave<400||minWave>720) 

   { 

    cout<<"The wavelength was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

    cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

    while(!_kbhit()){ } 

    _getch(); 

     

    InfoScreen(); 

   } 

 

   cout<<("Write the end value of the wavlength to sweep: "); 

   cin>>in; 

   h=in; 

   maxWave=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

    

   if(maxWave<400||maxWave>720) 

   { 

    cout<<"The wavelength was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

    cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

    while(!_kbhit()){ } 

    _getch(); 

     

    InfoScreen(); 

   } 

 

   cout<<("Write the step size you request: "); 

   cin>>in; 

   h=in; 

   step=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

    

   if(step==-1.0) 

   { 

    cout<<"The step size was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

    cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

    while(!_kbhit()){ } 

    _getch(); 

    

    InfoScreen(); 

   } 

 

   cout<<("Write the exposure time you request: "); 

   cin>>in; 

   h=in; 

   expoTime=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

    

   if(expoTime==-1.0) 

   { 

    cout<<"The exposure time was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

    cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

    while(!_kbhit()){ } 

    _getch(); 
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    InfoScreen(); 

   } 

 

   cout<<endl<<"Hit any key to begin picture taking!"<<endl; 

   while(!_kbhit()){ } 

   _getch(); 

 

   cout<<endl<<"Please wait while taking pictures!"<<endl; 

 

   FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

 

  } 

  else 

   if(SIS==2) 

   { 

    type=false; 

    t="Dark"; 

    s=path+name+t; 

 

    minWave=400; 

    maxWave=400; 

    step=10; 

 

    cout<<("Write the start value of the exposure time to sweep: "); 

    cin>>in; 

    h=in; 

    minExpo=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

 

    if(minExpo==-1.0) 

    { 

cout<<"The exposure time was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

     cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

     while(!_kbhit()){ } 

     _getch(); 

    

     InfoScreen(); 

    } 

 

    cout<<("Write the end value of the exposure time to sweep: "); 

    cin>>in; 

    h=in; 

    maxExpo=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

    if(maxExpo==-1.0) 

    { 

cout<<"The exposure time was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

     cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

     while(!_kbhit()){ } 

     _getch(); 

    

     InfoScreen(); 

    } 

 

    cout<<("Write the step size you request: "); 

    cin>>in; 

    h=in; 

    stepExpo=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

    if(stepExpo==-1.0) 

    { 

     cout<<"The step size was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

     cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

     while(!_kbhit()){ } 

     _getch(); 

    

     InfoScreen(); 

    } 

 

    cout<<endl<<"Hit any key to begin picture taking!"<<endl; 

    while(!_kbhit()){ } 

    _getch(); 
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    cout<<endl<<"Please wait while taking pictures!"<<endl; 

 

    for(exT=minExpo; exT<=maxExpo; exT=exT+stepExpo) 

    { 

     FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,exT,s,type); 

    } 

   } 

   else 

    if(SIS==3) 

    { 

     type=true; 

     t="Light"; 

     s=path+name+t; 

 

     cout<<("Write the start value of the wavlength to sweep: "); 

     cin>>in; 

     h=in; 

     minWave=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

     if(minWave<400||minWave>720) 

     { 

cout<<"The wavelength was not correct 

entered!"<<endl; 

      cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

      while(!_kbhit()){ } 

      _getch(); 

    

      InfoScreen(); 

     } 

 

     cout<<("Write the end value of the wavlength to sweep: "); 

     cin>>in; 

     h=in; 

     maxWave=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

     if(maxWave<400||maxWave>720) 

     { 

cout<<"The wavelength was not correct 

entered!"<<endl; 

      cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

      while(!_kbhit()){ } 

      _getch(); 

    

      InfoScreen(); 

     } 

 

     cout<<("Write the step size you request: "); 

     cin>>in; 

     h=in; 

     step=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

     if(step==-1.0) 

     { 

cout<<"The step size was not correct entered!"<<endl; 

      cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

      while(!_kbhit()){ } 

      _getch(); 

    

      InfoScreen(); 

     } 

 

     cout<<("Write the exposure time you request: "); 

     cin>>in; 

     h=in; 

     expoTime=SafetyCheckNum(h); 

     if(expoTime==-1.0) 

     { 

cout<<"The exposure time was not correct 

entered!"<<endl; 

      cout<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

      while(!_kbhit()){ } 

      _getch(); 
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      InfoScreen(); 

     } 

 

     cout<<endl<<"Hit any key to begin picture taking!"<<endl; 

     while(!_kbhit()){ } 

     _getch(); 

 

     cout<<endl<<"Please wait while taking pictures!"<<endl; 

 

     FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

 

     type=false; 

     t="Dark"; 

     s=path+name+t; 

 

     t="Light And Dark"; 

 

     FilterStep(minWave,maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

 

cout<<endl<<"Do you want to take a grey image (write Y for yes 

and N for no)? "; 

     cin>>A; 

 

     if(A=="y"||A=="Y") 

     { 

cout<<endl<<"Put in your grey card and hit any key 

when done!"; 

     

      while(!_kbhit()){ } 

      _getch(); 

 

cout<<endl<<"Please wait while taking 

pictures!"<<endl; 

 

      type=true; 

      t="Grey"; 

      s=path+name+t; 

 

      t="Light And Dark And Grey"; 

 

      FilterStep(minWave, 

maxWave,step,expoTime,s,type); 

     } 

 

    } 

 

  cout<<endl<<"A series of images has been taken!"<<endl 

  <<"Series properties are:"<<endl 

  <<"Type: "<<t<<endl 

  <<"minWave: "<<minWave<<endl 

  <<"maxWave: "<<maxWave<<endl 

  <<"Exposure time: "<<expoTime 

  <<endl<<endl<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

 

  while(!_kbhit()){ } 

  _getch(); 

 

 } 

 else 

  if(SIS!=0) 

  { 

   cout<<endl<<"You have to chooce one of the alternatives in the menu!"<<endl 

<<"You do that by entering the number infront of your choice and then hit enter!"<<endl 

   <<endl<<"Hit any key to continu!"<<endl; 

   while(!_kbhit()){ } 

   _getch(); 

 

   InfoScreen(); 

  } 
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 system("cls"); 

 return; 

} 

 

 

double SafetyCheckNum(char *h) 

{ 

 int i,b=0; 

 double num; 

 

 for(i=0; i<strlen(h); i++) 

 { 

  if(((h[i]>57)||(h[i]<48))&&h[i]!=46) 

  { 

   b++; 

  } 

 } 

 

 if(b==0) 

 { 

  num = atof( h ); 

  return num; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  num=-1.0; 

  return num; 

 } 

} 

 

 

void FilterStep(double minWave,double maxWave,double step,double expoTime,string s,bool type) 

{ 

 double wl,pwll; 

 bool con=false; 

 pwll=1; 

 

 for(wl=minWave; wl<=maxWave; wl=wl+step) 

 {  

  VsSetWavelength(vsHnd_x, wl, con); 

  VsGetWavelength(vsHnd_x, &pwll); 

 

  TakeAndSavePic(s,pwll,expoTime,type); 

 } 

} 

 

 

void TakeAndSavePic(string s,double pwll,double expoTime,bool type) 

{ 

  

 int size = 0, buffersize = 0; 

 string filename; 

 char *Imgfile = NULL; 

 

 long Width = AltaCamera->ImagingColumns; 

 long Height= AltaCamera->ImagingRows; 

  

 size = Width * Height; 

 buffersize = 2 * size; 

 

 unsigned short *pBuffer = new unsigned short [ Width * Height]; 

 

 AltaCamera->Expose(expoTime, type); 

 AltaCamera->GetImage((long)pBuffer); 

 

 filename=CreateFilename(s,pwll); 

 

 int success=writeTIFF(pBuffer,filename); 

  

 if(success) 
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 { 

  printf("Success"); 

 } else 

 { 

  printf("Failure"); 

 } 

 

 delete [] pBuffer; 

} 

 

 

string CreateFilename(string s,double pwll) 

{ 

 string wave, filename; 

  

 wave=conv(pwll); 

 filename=s+wave;  

 

 return filename; 

}  

 

 

string conv(double pwll) 

{ 

 string wave,a,b,c; 

 double temp; 

 int n=0; 

  

 temp=pwll; 

 

 n=temp/100; 

  

 if(n>=0) 

 { 

  a=(n+48); 

  temp=(temp-(n*100)); 

 } 

 

 n=temp/10; 

 

 if(n>=0) 

 { 

  b=(n+48); 

  temp=(temp-(n*10)); 

 } 

 

 n=temp; 

 

 c=(n+48); 

 

 wave=a+b+c; 

 

 return wave; 

} 

 

 

void CleanAndClose() 

{ 

 

 discover = NULL; 

 AltaCamera = NULL; 

 CoUninitialize(); 

 VsClose(vsHnd_x); 

} 

 

 

bool InitCamera() 

{ 

 HRESULT hr; 
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 CoInitialize(NULL); 

  

 hr=AltaCamera.CreateInstance(__uuidof(Camera2)); 

 if (FAILED(hr)) 

 { 

  printf("Failed to create the ICamera2 object\n"); 

  return false; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  printf("Successfully created the ICamera2 object\n"); 

 } 

  

  

 hr=AltaCamera->Init(Apn_Interface_USB,0,0,0x0);  

 if (!FAILED(hr)) 

 {  

 

  hr=discover.CreateInstance(__uuidof(CamDiscover)); 

  if (FAILED(hr)) 

  { 

   printf("Failed to create the ICamDiscover object\n"); 

   return false; 

  } 

  else 

  { 

   printf("Successfully created the ICamDiscover object\n"); 

  } 

 

   

  discover->DlgCheckUsb=true; 

 

  if (FAILED(hr)) 

  { 

   printf("Failed to connect to camera\n\n"); 

  } 

  else 

  { 

   printf("Connected. Camera Model: %u\n\n", AltaCamera->CameraModel); 

  

  } 

 

 } 

  

 AltaCamera->DigitizeOverscan = false; 

  

 return true; 

} 

 

 

bool InitFilter() 

{ 

 

 Int32 Ver, Serno; 

 double minWl, maxWl; 

 char port_x[32], reply[255]; 

 LPCSTR port = "COM1"; 

 

 strcpy(reply, ""); 

 

 Int32 errorCode; 

 if (!VsOpen(&vsHnd_x, port, &errorCode)) 

 { 

  if (errorCode == 105) 

  { 

   printf("No filter found at port %s; re-configure and try again", port,"\n"); 

   return false; 

  } 

  else if (errorCode == 117) 
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printf("Filter at port %s is initializing - controls will become active when it is ready", 

port,"\n"); 

  else 

printf("Unable to connect to port %s; error code %d; re-configure and try again", port, 

errorCode,"\n"); 

 

  if (errorCode == 117) 

  { 

   strncpy(port_x, port, 32); 

   

  } 

 } 

 else 

  printf("VS is opened!\n"); 

 

 

 if (!VsIsPresent(vsHnd_x)) 

  printf("There is no filter or filter is not responding!\n"); 

 else 

  printf("Filter is present and responding!\n"); 

 

 

 

 if (!VsIsReady(vsHnd_x)) 

 { 

  printf("Filter is not ready for new commands!\n"); 

  return false; 

 } 

 else 

  printf("Filter is ready for new commands!\n"); 

 

 if (!VsGetFilterIdentity(vsHnd_x, &Ver, &Serno, &minWl, &maxWl)) 

  printf("Couldn't get filter id!"); 

 else 

 { 

  cout<<"Ver: " <<Ver <<endl; 

  cout<<"Serno: " <<Serno <<endl; 

  cout<<"minWavelength: " <<minWl <<endl; 

  cout<<"maxWavelength: " <<maxWl <<endl; 

 } 

 

 return true; 

} 

 


